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ABSTRACT
Serverless computing allows customers to submit their jobs
to the cloud for execution, with the resource provisioning
being taken care of by the cloud provider. Serverless functions are often short-lived and have modest resource requirements, thereby presenting an opportunity to improve server
utilization by colocating with latency-sensitive customer
workloads. This paper presents ServerMore, a server-level
resource manager that opportunistically colocates customer
serverless jobs with serverful customer VMs. ServerMore
dynamically regulates the CPU, memory bandwidth, and
LLC resources on the server to ensure that the colocation
between serverful and serverless workloads does not impact
application tail latencies. By selectively admitting serverless
functions and inferring the performance of black-box serverful workloads, ServerMore improves resource utilization on
average by 35.9% to 245% compared to prior works; while
having a minimal impact on the latency of both serverful
applications and serverless functions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing.

1

INTRODUCTION

Serverless computing is an emerging paradigm enabled by
cloud computing wherein customers only need to submit
their jobs (referred to as functions) and the provider will
execute it for them on their servers. Compared to the traditional “serverful” cloud computing model where customers
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are responsible for their possibly elastic resource requirements (e.g., via renting the number and type of VMs needed),
serverless computing shifts the burden of resource management to the cloud service provider [37]. Given the ease of
access and the many benefits, such as virtually unlimited
capacity and economical computing power, many different
domains are translating their applications, where possible,
to serverless computing functions [11, 35, 37, 41].
A valuable opportunity presented by serverless functions,
that we explore in this paper, is that they can improve resource utilization in traditional VM-centric customer clouds
by consuming the spare and idle resources left behind after provisioning VMs on a server. Today’s serverless functions are ideally suited for this opportunity because of their
specific properties—they are often short-lived with modest
resource requirements [49]. However, there are several challenges that must be addressed when attempting to safely colocate customer’s serverless functions with customer VMs to
alleviate the critical under-utilization problem [7] in clouds:
(1) The key problem is to ensure that serverless functions
get executed without impacting the performance of
serverful (i.e., VMs, in our context) applications. Note
that both serverless functions and serverful applications
are customer jobs in our context, and thus latency-sensitive.
(2) The customer VMs can have varying resource configurations with dynamically changing arrival patterns [50].
Thus, the serverless colocation must adapt, in real-time,
to the serverful resource needs.
(3) Serverless functions can have diverse resource requirements and execution times. Colocating a serverful application with different functions can result in a variety
of interference scenarios, including scenarios where the
resource contention is too severe to resolve.
(4) Colocating serverful applications with serverless functions can result in contention for different resources
simultaneously, including CPU, memory, and cache.
Despite the resource partitioning mechanisms provided
by modern servers [17, 18], avoiding contention for a
single resource is non-trivial, let alone for multiple resources. Worse, serverful applications can have different
sensitivity to contention for different resources [4, 22].
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(5) A practical challenge that exacerbates colocation with
customer VMs is that the cloud provider may not have
visibility of application performance within the VM.
This makes it difficult for the provider to protect the tail
latencies of serverful applications.
Prior work in black-box performance management of customer cloud applications has focused on colocating customer
applications with latency-insensitive provider or batch jobs
that can be paused or throttled to maintain acceptable customer application performance [1, 21, 22, 27, 50]. We discuss
related work in detail in Section 2. By contrast, in our setup,
serverless workloads are customer-centric and are being colocated with latency-sensitive customer VMs with the goal of
improving resource utilization.
We present ServerMore, a server-level resource manager
that opportunistically executes customer serverless jobs on
spare and idle resources colocated with customer VMs. ServerMore is designed with the objective of maximizing the resource utilization of cloud servers while ensuring that the
serverful latency is within an acceptable range. We aim for a
serverful tail latency (P99) degradation threshold of <10%.
Further, despite the serverless functions being executed in
a “best-effort” manner in cloud offerings [31, 45], we aim to
minimize the tail latency of serverless functions.
Given the black-box nature of customer VMs, ServerMore
does not rely on monitoring their latency, unlike prior works [4,
27]. Instead, ServerMore uses a proxy statistic to infer VM
application performance, and accordingly determines the
spare capacity that can be advertized to serverless workloads. Further, ServerMore dynamically responds to variations in serverful workload, adjusting the advertized capacity
as needed.
To account for the diverse nature of serverless functions,
ServerMore quickly characterizes incoming functions and
accordingly decides on whether or not to colocate their subsequent invocations with customer VMs. Given the modest
resource needs of many functions, ServerMore colocates
multiple functions to significantly improve server utilization and carefully regulates the resource allocation between
functions. Note that, in contrast to serverful workloads, the
latency and execution details of serverless functions are visible to providers; major cloud providers like AWS already
offer monitoring tools for serverless functions [39].
ServerMore actively regulates the sharing of multiple resources (CPU, memory bandwidth, and LLC), unlike much of
the prior work that is focused on a single resource [21, 50, 51].
In fact, when colocating with serverless functions, we show
that managing only one resource, such as CPU or LLC, is not
enough to provide serverful performance isolation. By managing multiple resources, ServerMore is able to also safely
colocate functions on the cores allocated to serverful applications.
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We implement ServerMore by modifying Apache OpenWhisk and employing a light-weight user-space daemon.
Across multiple latency-sensitive VM applications and diverse serverless functions, we experimentally show that
ServerMore improves resource utilization significantly. Under all scenarios that we experiment with, including timevarying workload, ServerMore ensures that the serverful
tail latency degradation is below 10%. We also empirically
compare with prior works that provide performance isolation on colocated cloud servers and show that ServerMore
improves resource utilization on average by 35.9% to 245%
across a variety of colocation scenarios while meeting serverful performance targets and minimizing serverless function
latency.

2

RELATED WORK

In recent years, the problem of resource under-utilization has
received increasing attention from the research community.
In this section, we summarize the relevant prior works and
contextualize the problem we are addressing in this paper.
White-box resource management: Heracles [27] proposes to colocate latency-critical (LC) workloads with besteffort batch jobs by using the SLO of the latency-critical
workload as a feedback signal to allocate resources for batch
jobs. Heracles performs core, cache, and network bandwidth
regulation, but is only applicable to workloads whose SLOs
are available. Borg [48] and Bistro [14] are cluster-level schedulers that colocate LC applications with batch jobs; however,
these private-cloud schedulers have complete visibility of
the application latency. PARTIES [4] proposes to colocate
multiple LC workloads by tracking their individual SLOs;
PARTIES regulates resources based on how close each workload is to its SLO. However, in a public cloud, customer applications on serverful instances are black-boxes whose performance information cannot (or should not) be accessed by
providers [22, 30, 33].
Black-box resource management: 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 [21] colocates LC workloads with batch jobs by maintaining a buffer
of idle cores. To determine the right number of buffer cores,
𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 performs offline characterization of the LC workload.
Such profiling of customer workload may not be possible in
a public cloud setup since the workload would not be in the
provider’s control and identifying representative workload
behavior would be infeasible [22, 50]. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 is a blackbox solution to colocate LC workloads in a public cloud with
batch jobs. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 aggressively throttles the resource allocation of batch jobs to maintain an acceptable range of IPC
for the serverful workload. We show, experimentally, the
many benefits of ServerMore over 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 in
Section 5.
Recently, a pair of works [1, 50] have proposed a new class
of VMs, called Harvest-VM, to run batch jobs along with customer VMs. The resources provided for Harvest-VMs can be
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3

MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we study the performance impact of colocating serverful workloads with serverless functions under
various resource regulation mechanisms supported by modern servers. In this work, we focus on potential interference
for resources within a server: CPU, LLC, and Memory. We do
not consider local disk contention since serverless functions
typically employ distributed storage [26, 36].
Applications: In this motivation section, we use TensorFlow Serving, or TF-Serving, a latency-sensitive application
from PerfKit Benchmarker [13], as our serverful application.
The TF-Serving application is run on a VM, referred to as
primary VM, with 4 vCPUs and 32 GB memory with the
VM being pinned to 4 physical cores. We use the following
serverless functions to stress different resources: MatrixMultiplication (100% CPU usage), SeBS-Compress (32% CPU
usage), Web-Api (8% CPU usage), Memory-Stream (memory
bandwidth intensive), LLC-Reg (LLC intensive), and LLCRand (LLC intensive). Web-Api [3] and SeBS-Compress are
functions from recent works [6]. The memory and LLC stress
serverless functions are based on the popular memory stress
benchmark STREAM [28], with their working set size proportional to the resource they stress. LLC-Reg and LLC-Rand
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changed at any time including eviction of the VM. The focus
in Ambati et al. [1] is on harvesting the spare unallocated
resources. In SmartHarvest [50], the focus is on harvesting
resources which have been allocated to customer VMs but
are unused and can thus be allocated to Harvest-VMs. In
both the works, the focus is on predicting and exploiting
only CPU cores that are idle, and not other resources. Further, these works do not directly react to latency degradation
of the LC application. In contrast, we infer the performance
of the serverful application and accordingly exploit the spare
CPU, LLC, and memory bandwidth resources. Finally, the
implementation and historical traces used in these works is
not publicly available for comparison, and given the reliance
of the predictors on the training data, the implementation is
non-trivial to emulate.
Serverless resource management: In Archipelago [42],
a new serverless platform is proposed with deadline-aware
scheduling and proactive spawning of sandboxes to reduce
latency of the functions. However, Archipelago does not focus on improving resource utilization. ENSURE [44] uses the
SLO of serverless functions to efficiently colocate multiple
serverless functions. Both the above works are orthogonal
to ServerMore as they do not consider serverful workloads,
which continue to be popular with customers [37]. Other
works have focused on specific problems with serverless
scheduling such as coldstarts [34, 40, 43], latency of serverless function chains [46], and resource under-utilization in
function chains [16].
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Figure 1: CPU Interference: Colocation of TF-Serving
serverful workload with different functions under
varying degrees of CPU requirement. The red dashed
line indicates the 10% P99 degradation threshold that
we aim to stay under.
have regular and random access patterns, respectively. The
serverless functions are allocated 512 MB upon invocation.
Methodology: To study the performance impact, we use
a server with 10 physical cores (and 11 cache-ways); the
server supports cache and memory bandwidth partitioning
via CAT and MBA [20], respectively. Section 5.1 has detailed
information on our testbed. Unless specified otherwise, we
run the TF-serving application for 150 seconds with a constant load of 12 requests per second (RPS). For the serverless
workload, multiple requests/copies of the same function are
dispatched in batches, with each batch being dispatched after
the previous batch has been served; we vary the number of
simultaneous copies of the function that are executed across
experiments. We use the 99th percentile latency (P99) as
our performance metric. Similar to recent studies on cloud
application performance, we set the acceptable latency degradation target to 10% [50]. We run each experiments 3 times
and report the average P99 across the runs.

3.1

CPU interference

We start by analyzing CPU interference to answer the question is it feasible, with respect to performance, to share cores
between serverless functions and serverful applications? Figure 1(a) shows the degradation in P99 relative to no colocation when TF-Serving (with load of 4 RPS) is colocated with
various CPU-stressing serverless functions. The x-axis labels
indicate the number of simultaneous serverless requests in
each batch. Both serverful application and the serverless
functions are run on the same set of cores. As is typically
the case (e.g., Amazon Lambda [38]), the serverless functions are allotted CPU proportional to their memory, i.e.,
𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑡_𝑐𝑝𝑢 = (𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦/1024); this allottment is
enforced through the cgroups CPU isolation mechanism of
cpu-shares.
Colocating with Web-Api has the lowest impact (6-9%) on
P99 degradation of both serverful and serverless functions,
with both being in the acceptable limit of 10% P99 degradation. Web-Api has low CPU requirement and despite 4
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copies of the function running simultaneously, the impact is
minimal. In contrast, only 2 copies each of the relatively CPU
heavy functions of SeBS-Compress or Matrix Multiplication
can have severe impact on the serverful application’s P99
latency degradation with as much 61% degradation in the
case of MM colocation.
In Figure 1(b), we increase the TF-Serving load to 12 RPS.
The average CPU utilization of TF-serving at 12 RPS is 87%,
which is significantly higher than the 36% CPU utilization at
4 RPS. When colocating with Web-Api, SebS-Compress, and
Matrix Multiplication, the P99 of serverful exhibits 18.4%,
134%, and 394% degradation, respectively. Clearly, the serverful workload has an impact on performance degradation;
while Web-Api provided acceptable degradation when TFServing was run at RPS of 4, this is no longer the case.
Takeaway 1. At low levels of serverful CPU utilization, cpushares can be used to safely (with respect to tail latency) colocate some serverless functions but not others. As the serverful
load changes, the potential candidate functions for safe colocation will change as well.

3.2

LLC interference
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functionality to effectively partition the LLC among the processes. Specifically, Intel RDT allows us to specify a resource
control tag called class of service (COS) [17], which can be
used to control the available resources to a group of processes, applications, VMs, or containers. The cache specific
control provided by RDT is popularly known as Cache Allocation Technology (CAT), that allows us to specify physical
cache lines that can be used by a COS. In our setup, we partition the 11 cache-ways proportional to the core allocation,
resulting in 5 and 6 cache-ways exclusively dedicated to the
VM and the serverless functions, respectively.
Figure 2(b) shows our LLC interference results when using
LLC partitioning as described above; we use the same set
of applications as in Section 3.2.1. We see that, with LLC
partitioning, the LLC-Rand function no longer experiences
significant performance degradation. However, we see that
colocating multiple copies of LLC-Reg continues to impact
P99 latency of both serverful and serverless applications,
although the degradation is slightly lower than without LLC
partitioning in Figure 2(a). This is not necessarily a failure of
the LLC partitioning provided by CAT since with multiple
applications simultaneously contending for limited LLC, the
contention spills over to memory bandwidth.
Takeaway 2. Providing performance isolation for a single resource may not be enough to maintain acceptable tail latencies.
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Figure 2: LLC Interference: Colocation of TF-Serving
workload with LLC-sensitive serverless functions.
3.2.1 Colocation without LLC isolation: Figure 2(a) shows
the results of colocating LLC-Reg and LLC-Rand serverless
functions with TF-Serving on the same socket, hence sharing
LLC, but run on different cores. We see that colocation with
LLC-Rand results in significant (50%) P99 latency degradation
for serverless. When colocating with multiple copies of LLCReg, TF-Serving experiences P99 degradation of 18–52%, with
LLC-Reg facing 12–18% latency degradation. With multiple
copies of LLC-Reg involved in a colocation experiment, the
LLC interference can happen among the serverless functions
and between serverful and serverless functions. In fact, with
multiple applications contending for the limited amount of
LLC capacity, there is also contention for memory bandwidth,
which exacerbates the performance degradation.
3.2.2 Colocation with LLC isolation: Modern CPUs equipped
with Intel Resource Director Technology (RDT) [20] provide

Memory Bandwidth interference

We now consider memory bandwidth interference. Note that
a serverless function request is specified with a required
amount of memory. Thus, a serverless function can only be
run on a server if sufficient memory is available and hence
memory capacity interference is not a concern.
3.3.1 Colocation without isolation. Figure 3(a) shows the
results of colcating TF-serving with Memory-Stream (MS)
serverless function (with an average memory bandwidth
usage of 8.5 GBps) on the same socket and NUMA domain,
but run on different cores. We see that with 2 and 4 copies
of serverless functions, TF-Serving experiences non-trivial
P99 degradation of 26.4% and 205.6% respectively, with the
serverless workload facing 5.7% and 52.6% degradation.
3.3.2 Colocation with Memory Bandwidth isolation. Modern
servers equipped with Intel Memory Bandwidth Allocator
(MBA) [20] provide two mechanisms to regulate memory
bandwidth—𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔. Throttling regulates the
memory accesses of a COS by specifying throttle value as
a percentage of the maximum bandwidth.The throttle percentages are approximate and serve as a hint for how much
throttling should be applied [18]. Capping involves memory bandwidth monitoring to track and cap the memory
bandwidth for a COS.
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Figure 3: Memory Bandwidth Interference: Latency degradation with and without the use of 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 memory
bandwidth isolation. Note that the x-axis scale varies across the subfigures.
Figure 3(b) shows the results of colocating 2 copies of
Memory-Stream with TF-Serving when using the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
mechanism. We apply the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 mechanism to serverless functions. The throttle value represents the maximum
allowable bandwidth with 100% representing no throttling
and 10% representing maximum throttling. While throttling
reduces the latency degradation of serverful, aggressive throttling (only 20% bandwidth available to serverless) is needed
to limit serverful P99 degradation to below 10%, which comes
at the expense of severe degradation for serverless.
Figure 3(c) shows the results of colocating 4 copies of
Memory-Stream with TF-Serving when using the 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
mechanism. The latency degradation is considerably higher
here when compared to Figure 3(b) where only 2 copies of
Memory-Stream were colocated. In fact, even with the maximum throttling of 10%, TF-Serving still faces 28% latency
degradation. These results show that while throttling can
alleviate serverful degradation, the exact throttling value is
not obvious and in some cases even maximum throttling is
insufficient. Further, throttling hurts serverless performance.
The colocation results with 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 are similar to 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
(thus omitted) and have similar tradeoffs.
Takeaway 3. Resource regulation mechanisms provided by
modern servers require workload-specific tuning for performance isolation. Despite such tuning, some serverless functions
cannot be safely colocated with serverful applications.

4

DESIGN OF SERVERMORE

We consider a public cloud setup wherein customers can request VMs or submit serverless jobs. To minimize contention,
no other workload (such as provider batch jobs) is scheduled
on this customer-centric cloud. While VM requests include
requirements for all resources, serverless requests only indicate the required amount of memory, as is the case for
AWS Lambda [38] and Google Cloud Functions [15]. The
CPU resources for serverless functions are then allocated
proportional to the memory requirement.
We assume that there is a continuous stream of customer
requests for VMs and serverless functions, and that there is
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Figure 4: Illustration of the ServerMore design.
We show the ServerMore components inside one
server/node (Node-2) for ease of presentation. VM-𝑖
and F𝑗 represent customer VMs and serverless functions, respectively.
enough cloud capacity to handle all requests. Our objective is
to maximize the resource utilization of the cloud servers while
ensuring that the serverful latency is within an acceptable
range. Further, despite serverless being executed in a “besteffort” manner in cloud offerings [31, 45], we aim to minimize
the tail latency of serverless functions.
The takeaways from Section 3 suggest that there is an opportunity to colocate functions with latency-sensitive serverful applications by careful regulation of multiple resources,
but the candidate functions to colocate must be dynamically
selected depending on the serverful workload and latency. In
practice, another challenge that we must overcome is that
customer VMs are black-box in nature, and thus the provider
cannot (or should not) characterize the latency of the application running inside the customer VM [22, 30, 33].
Overview of ServerMore: The design of our solution,
ServerMore, is guided by the need to address the above challenges and the specific constraints and opportunities intrinsic to serverful and serverless workloads. Figure 4 shows
the different components (in blue) of ServerMore. At a highlevel, a Resource Monitor within a server (or node) tracks
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Figure 5: Illustrating the correlation between latency
degradation and the standardized mean difference of
IPC (ratio of mean difference to standard deviation) of
serverful workload when colocated with LLC-Reg and
Memory-Stream.
the resource usage of serverful workload(s). Based on the
usage and server capacity, the Resource Advertizer computes
the spare capacity that can be employed by serverless functions. The Serverless Scheduler selectively admits incoming
customer serverless functions for colocation based on the
advertized capacity and based on the usage characterization
of individual functions (collected via the Fn-Characterizer).
We now discuss the design decisions for these components
in the following subsections.

4.1

Inferring the application performance
of black-box customer VMs

A natural approach to avoid performance degradation for
colocated serverful workloads is to immediately react to high
tail latencies. While prior work on colocation assumed that
application latency is visible to the provider [4, 12, 27], this
is not the case for customer VMs in a public cloud.
While application performance within the VM cannot be
monitored by the cloud provider, the resource usage and
hardware performance counters related to the VMs can be
easily tracked by the provider via the hypervisor and OS. In
ServerMore, the Resource Monitor tracks the Instructions Per
Cycle (IPC) counter of the customer VM and uses this as a
proxy for the performance of the VM-deployed application.
While not perfect, IPC has been shown to be well correlated
with application performance [22], especially for CPU-bound
workloads [23, 52].
For non–CPU-bound workloads, we find that the raw IPC
value is not as well correlated with latency because of the
diminished change in IPC for a corresponding change in latency. Instead, we find that the standardized mean difference
of IPC, 𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 (ratio of mean difference to standard deviation)
is much better correlated with the latency degradation due
to colocation. Figure 5 highlights the correlation between the
P99 degradation for TF-Serving and 𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 when colocated
with LLC-Reg and Memory-Stream. 𝑠𝑚𝑑 is a statistic, often
referred to as Cohen’s 𝑑 statistic, that is commonly employed

when measuring the effect size between two means [5, Chapter 2]. An advantage of employing 𝑠𝑚𝑑 is that it is easy to
adapt to changes in the serverful workload by updating the
mean and standard deviation of its IPC (see Section 4.3).

4.2

Characterizing serverless functions

Takeaways 1 and 3 suggest that different serverless functions
can naturally induce different types and intensities of interference. To account for these differences and safely colocate
functions with customer VMs, it is necessary to characterize
the incoming functions. Unlike black-box serverful VMs, the
latency (and resource usage) of serverless functions can be
characterized by cloud providers since the function’s performance is visible. Major serverless providers, including AWS
Lambda [39], already offer tools to monitor and characterize
serverless functions.
We use docker stats [8] and Intel’s PQoS [19] to characterize serverless functions, specifically determine their (i)
CPU utilization, (ii) LLC sensitivity, and (iii) memory bandwidth requirements. For a newly created/modified serverless
function, the Serverless Scheduler runs the first new invocation in a dedicated server, shown as Fn-Characterizer in
Figure 4, and returns the result to the customer. Subsequent
invocations need not be actively characterized and are considered for colocation. If an already characterized function exhibits significantly different characteristics at runtime, such
as a much higher total CPU usage, it will re-characterized at
the next invocation.
LLC-sensitivity: We define a function to be LLC-sensitive
if a substantial portion of its working set size fits in the LLC.
To determine whether a serverless function is LLC sensitive, we run one offline invocation of the function on the
Fn-Characterizer by allotting a single cache-way to it (via
Intel’s CAT [17]). If the function is LLC sensitive, reducing
the available cache will result in an increase in its utilized
memory bandwidth The above sensitivity test can result
in false positives (functions that are not LLC sensitive but
flagged as such). However, a false positive will only impact
resource utilization and not create undue LLC contention;
we find this to be an acceptable tradeoff.
Classifying functions for CPU colocation: Motivated
by Takeaway 1, we aim to only share serverful cores with
𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 serverless functions. Based on our analysis in
Section 3, we classify a function as 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 if it is non–
LLC-sensitive and has CPU utilization of less than 25%.

4.3

Dynamic resource management for
safely colocating serverless functions

To safely colocate serverless functions next to serverful workloads to improve server utilization, ServerMore dynamically
regulates the resource usage of multiple resources (see Takeaways 1 and 2), as discussed next.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

while true do
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← 0.0
foreach 𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑣𝑚 ∈ VMs do
𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑖𝑝𝑐, 𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙 ← 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 (𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑣𝑚)
𝜇𝑖𝑝𝑐 , 𝜎𝑖𝑝𝑐 ← 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 (𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑖𝑝𝑐, 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)
foreach 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ∈ cur_vm do
𝜇𝑐𝑝𝑢 , 𝜎𝑐𝑝𝑢 ← 𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑠 (𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙)
𝑣𝑚_𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 ← 𝜇𝑐𝑝𝑢 + 𝜎𝑐𝑝𝑢 + 𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑢
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑝𝑢 ← 100 − 𝑣𝑚_𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑢 ← 0.5 × 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑝𝑢
𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 ← 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0, 𝑚𝑖𝑛{1, (𝜇𝑖𝑝𝑐 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟 _𝑖𝑝𝑐)/𝜎𝑖𝑝𝑐 }}
𝑖𝑝𝑐_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ← 1 − (𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 /𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑖𝑝𝑐 )
𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐 ← 𝑖𝑝𝑐_𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 × (𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑝𝑢 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑢 )
𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐 ← 𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑢

𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐
𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑝𝑢 ← 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 + 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐_𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑)
21: end
18:

19:
20:

4.3.1 Sharing CPU between serverful and serverless. ServerMore’s CPU resource management logic, which runs periodically (once every second in our implementation), is shown
in Algorithm 1. We first determine the amount of resource
capacity on the server that should be reserved for serverful;
the remaining capacity can then be spared for serverless. All
cores on a server not allocated to customer VMs are reserved
for serverless, and referred to as exclusive cores. The remaining cores, referred to as shared cores, are primarily allocated
to customer VMs, but their spare capacity can be used to
host additional serverless functions, thereby aggressively
increasing server utilization.
Since the serverful workload’s behavior can change over
time, we track variations in its resource usage. The Resource
Monitor component inside the server captures short-term behavior by computing the standard deviation (𝜎𝑐𝑝𝑢 ) of serverful’s resource usage and long-term behavior by computing
the mean (𝜇𝑐𝑝𝑢 ) usage; both are computed over a moving window (lines 4, 8 in Algorithm 1). We then reserve 𝜇𝑐𝑝𝑢 + 𝜎𝑐𝑝𝑢 +
𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑢 capacity for serverful, where 𝑏𝑢 𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑝𝑢 capacity
is used for handling abrupt bursts in serverful workload (line
9). The unreserved capacity and exclusive cores are then
advertized (lines 18–19) to Serverless Scheduler for hosting
serverless functions; we discuss the Serverless Scheduler in
Section 4.4.
Ideally, serverless functions should be able to utilize the advertized capacity without impacting serverful performance.

Memory
Bandwidth (GBps)

Algorithm 1 Computing spare CPU capacity for serverless

8
6
4
2
0

1x LReg

2x LReg

3x LReg

4x LReg

Figure 6: Super-linear increase in memory bandwidth
usage of LLC-Reg.
However, resource partitioning is not perfect; e.g., L1 and
L2 caches for shared cores can be under contention between
serverless and serverful. To safeguard against such instances,
we rely on feedback from the black-box serverful VM in the
form of IPC. Specifically, we compute the standardized mean
difference of IPC (𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 ), which is the difference in (movingwindow-based) average IPC and currently monitored IPC
divided by the standard deviation of IPC. A large (positive)
value of 𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 indicates a statistically significant drop in
serverful IPC, suggesting latency degradation. In such cases,
we shrink the advertized capacity (lines 13–16) by a factor
of (1 − 𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 /𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑖𝑝𝑐 ), where 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑢_𝑖𝑝𝑐 is a parameter.
4.3.2 Sharing CPU between serverless functions. Since the
advertized capacity may be sufficient to host multiple serverless functions, there can be contention among functions as
well. Existing serverless platforms typically allocate a fixed
amount of CPU, proportional to the memory requested by a
function [49]. In ServerMore, for serverless functions, we use
cpu-shares (a CPU allocation/isolation mechanism) from
Linux cgroups to allocate CPU proportional to the memory
requested as 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑡_𝑐𝑝𝑢 = (𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦/1024).
In contrast to the existing practice of providing a fixed
amount of CPU, the choice of cpu-shares is beneficial to
functions since cpu-shares is a soft limit and is applicable only when there is CPU contention. Thus, by using
cpu-shares, ServerMore improves the latency of functions
in the average case (when not every colocated function is
competing for CPU) while ensuring that the worst case performance (when all functions are competing for CPU) is
similar to that under existing practices.
4.3.3 Sharing memory bandwidth. Given the challenges and
limitations (see Section 3.3.2) in employing MBA to regulate
memory bandwidth interference, we instead rely on feedback from the serverful workload to regulate the sharing
of memory bandwidth between serverful and serverless. As
with CPU, we first determine the bandwidth that should be
reserved for serverful, and then advertize the rest. Our memory bandwidth regulation logic is similar to Algorithm 1 and
is thus omitted.
4.3.4 Sharing LLC. In ServerMore, we fairly partition the
LLC between serverful and serverless, allocating cache-ways
among them in proportion to the number of cores allotted to
the VMs and the exclusive cores allotted to serverless. Shar-
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Function
Image Resizing (IR)
Email Gen (EG)
Stock Analysis (ST)
File Encrypt (FE)
SentimentReview (SR)
NearestNeighbors (NN)
Rodinia CFD (CFD)
Sorting (SO)
Dot-Product (DP)
StructuredGrid (SG)

ing LLC between multiple serverless functions is non-trivial
since the mode of LLC partitioning is to devote exclusive
cache-ways and there can be many more functions than there
are cache-ways. Another issue with LLC sharing is that if
insufficient LLC is provided to an LLC-sensitive function, its
memory bandwidth requirement can sharply increase, impacting other workloads (see Section 3.2.2). Figure 6 shows
the super-linear increase in memory bandwidth usage by the
LLC-Reg function colocated with TF-Serving as we linearly
increase the number of simultaneous copies of LLC-Reg. To
address these issues, in ServerMore, we allow at most one
LLC-sensitive function to be colocated with serverful workloads. There is no restriction on the number of colocated
non–LLC-sensitive functions as they are, by definition, not
impacted by LLC contention.

4.4

Selectively admitting serverless
functions

The Serverless Scheduler reads in the advertized spare capacity and uses the function characterizations (from Section 4.2) to determine whether an incoming function can
be colocated in the spare capacity. Specifically, for a server,
let 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑝𝑢 and 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑚𝑒𝑚 denote the spare CPU and
memory bandwidth, respectively, that can be used by serverless (see 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑝𝑢 in Algorithm 1 for reference). Further,
let 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑙𝑐 denote the number of additional LLC-sensitive
functions that can be accommodated on that server; note
that 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑙𝑐 ∈ {0, 1}. Then, if an incoming function has
characterized CPU and memory bandwidth usage less than
𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑝𝑢 and 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑚𝑒𝑚, respectively, the Serverless Scheduler will admit the function for colocated execution on that
server if the function is not LLC-sensitive or if 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑙𝑐 = 1.
For colocation on shared cores, only 𝑙𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 functions
are considered (see Section 4.2). If the function is admitted for colocation, the 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑐𝑝𝑢, 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑚𝑒𝑚, and 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑙𝑐
variables of that server are decremented accordingly and readvertized for admitting future functions. Note that serverless functions can experience coldstarts [44] in our setup.
While the Serverless Scheduler can be modified to only admit
functions that have a warm container, we choose not to employ this restrictive selection given our focus on improving
resource utilization.

4.5

Sensitivity analysis for algorithm
parameters

To determine the parameter values for our resource regulation algorithms, we conduct sensitivity analysis using the
applications from Section 3 in addition to Data-Serving, Websearch, and Web-serving applications from the CloudSuite
benchmark suite [10]. We note that our evaluation results in
Section 5 do not employ these “training” workloads.

Class
LW
LW
LW
LW

Runtime
0.48 s
0.24 s
0.78 s
0.71 s

CPU
8.6%
12%
15%
14%

LW

0.37s

18%

HW (C)

4.4 s

68.5%

HW (C)
HW (C, M)
HW (C, L)

37.1 s
11.2 s
48.2 s

88.3%
90%
100%

HW (C, M)

50.9 s

100%

Table 1: Serverless functions used in our evaluation and sensitivity analysis. For non-lightweight (or
heavyweight, HW) functions, we indicate the dominant resource (C: CPU, L: LLC, M: memory bandwidth)
in parentheses.
For CPU regulation, we colocate the serverless functions
with serverful applications and measure the latency impact for ccpu_ipc = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0; window_size = 5, 10, 20,
30 seconds; and buffercpu = 10%, 15%, 20%, 30%. Based on
our experiments, we choose ccpu_ipc = 1.0, window_size =
10s, and buffercpu = 20% as these values provided the most
spare CPU while minimizing the impact on serverful latency. Similarly, for memory bandwidth regulation, we set
cmbw_ipc = 0.5, window_size = 10s. Among the parameters,
the window_size and ccpu_ipc are largely insensitive, while
buffercpu and cmbw_ipc are generally sensitive to the configured values. The values for the latter are chosen conservatively to prefer low latency at the expense of lower resource
utilization.

5

EVALUATION RESULTS

This section presents our experimental evaluation of ServerMore, including comparisons with existing approaches. We
start by discussing our experimental methodology. We then
present results for colocation with a single serverful application and multiple serverful applications. We end this section
with an ablation study to analyze the significance of each
resource regulation design in ServerMore.

5.1

Experimental methodology

In this section, we describe our experimental setup, ServerMore implementation, and the applications, baselines, and
metrics used for evaluation.
5.1.1 Testbed. We evaluate ServerMore on a cluster of 6
nodes each equipped with an Intel Xeon Silver 4114 CPU
(with 10 physical cores in all), 192 GB memory, 14 MB of
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LLC (11 cache-ways), and 50 GB/s memory bandwidth. To
focus our results on the impact of interference, we colocate
serverful and serverless applications on the same socket. We
use a single node to host the VMs (for serverful workloads)
and the containers (for serverless functions). We use Linux
KVM to deploy the VMs and Apache OpenWhisk [47] to
deploy the serverless functions. The client for both serverful and serverless workloads are hosted on a single node.
Of the remaining four nodes, we use one to host the OpenWhisk controller, and the rest to co-host Ceph file system
and Redis database to emulate distributed services required
for serverless functions to read and write data.
5.1.2 Implementation of ServerMore. ServerMore is implemented via a user-space daemon and modifications to Apache
OpenWhisk [47]. The user-space daemon performs the role
of Resource Advertizer (see Figure 4) and is implemented in
∼500 lines of Python code. The daemon periodically (once
every second) samples the monitoring metrics (IPC, CPU
utilization, memory bandwidth) and recomputes the spare
resources that can be advertized for serverless.
We use mpstat to measure CPU usage and Intel PQoS [19]
to measure memory bandwidth usage. We modify the PQoS
tool to monitor the hypervisor processes to obtain the IPC for
each running VM. The advertized resources are read by the
Serverless Invoker (node-level serverless resource manager),
which passes this information to the Serverless Scheduler.
The Serverless Scheduler in turn uses the updated resource
offerings to make function admission decisions. Both Serverless Invoker and Scheduler are implemented as modifications
to Apache OpenWhisk, which required ∼1200 lines of Scala
code. The user-space daemon, and the performance monitoring, together consume less than 1% of CPU.
5.1.3 Applications and traces. The serverful applications we
use for evaluation are: (i) Moses: a state-of-the-art real-time
machine translation system, (ii) Xapian: an open-source
search engine, (iii) Sphinx: a speech recognition system,
and (iv) Memcached: a widely used in-memory key-value
store [29]. All applications, except Memcached, are from the
TailBench [24] benchmark suite. These applications have a
wide variety of tail latency (P99) ranges, allowing us to comprehensively evaluate our solution: < 1𝑚𝑠 for Memcached;
8–12𝑚𝑠 for Moses and Xapian; and 2–4𝑠 for Sphinx.
We use real world traces, scaled to our testbed, where
applicable. For Moses and Xapian, we use two NLANR [32]
traces—Large Variations (LV) and Dual Phase (DP)—shown
in Figure 7. For Memcached, we use the mutilate tool to
generate Facebook’s 𝐸𝑇𝐶 trace [2] (with an average of 10K
requests/sec). Sphinx is a CPU-intensive workload and has
relatively higher latency compared to other severful workloads; we thus use a constant load of 1 query per second
(QPS) to drive Sphinx.
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Figure 7: Traces used to drive the Moses and Xapian
serverful applications, based on NLANR traces [32].
The y-axis is in units of requests per second (RPS).
For serverless, we use functions from publicly available
sources, including FunctionBench [25] and SeBS [6]; details
of these functions are presented in Table 1. We note that
these functions are different from the “training” functions
used in our motivation study (Section 3) and sensitivity analysis (Section 4.5). We use an open-loop load generator with
an arrival rate of 4 requests/sec. For every request, the load
generator randomly chooses from among the function pool
listed in Table 1. We vary the function-mix by controlling
the ratio of lightweight to heavyweight functions and consider three scenarios: Low (30% heavyweight), Medium (40%
heavyweight), and High (50% heavyweight).
5.1.4 Metrics. Our objective is to improve the server’s resource utilization while minimizing the performance impact
on customer workloads. To measure the latency impact, we
monitor the P99 latency of applications. We target a maximum P99 degradation of 10% for serverful workloads, similar
to recent works on colocation [50]. Since serverless offerings
are “best-effort” in practice [31, 45], we do not set a P99 target and instead attempt to minimize the P99 degradation of
functions.
For improvement in resource utilization, we focus on
serverless functions’ usage since ServerMore aims to improve
server utilization by colocating functions with serverful applications. The primary mode of colocation in ServerMore
is to allocate CPU to functions. We thus report the timeaveraged number of cores used by serverless functions as a
proxy for resource usage improvement. We run each experiment 3 times and report the average of the metric across the
runs, similar to [50].
5.1.5 Baseline. We experimentally compare ServerMore to
two baseline black-box resource managers (RM) proposed in
recent works:
(1) PerfIso [21]: is a black-box RM which colocates latencysensitive serverful jobs with batch jobs. 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 improves
resource utilization by running batch jobs in the unallocatted cores of a server and maintains a fixed number of buffer
cores to limit interference. To emulate 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜, we maintain
a number of buffer cores and tune this number during evaluation. While 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 does not provide LLC partitioning or
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Figure 8: P99 latency degradation of Moses and Sphinx applications when colocated with different serverless
mixes.
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Figure 9: Number of cores used by serverless functions upon colocation with Moses and Sphinx serverful applications.

5.2

Colocation with a single VM

In this subsection, we consider colocation with a single
serverful application running in a VM with 4 vCPUs, 16
GB of memory, and 5 exclusive cache-lines, with the vCPUs pinned to four physical cores. On the same socket, the
remaining 6 cores and 6 cache-lines are exclusive to the
serverless functions.
Moses under Large Variations: We begin our evaluation results with colocation of different serverless request
mixes with Moses, which is a memory-bandwidth-intensive
serverful application. We drive the Moses workload via the
Large Variations (LV) trace shown in Figure 7(a). The LV
trace is a challenging real-world trace with a wide range of
RPS (100 to 900 req/s) and abrupt spikes, with an average
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memory bandwidth regulation, we additionally implement a
version of 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 with LLC partitioning, which we refer to
as 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 .
(2) Scavenger [22]: A black-box RM which monitors the raw
IPC value of the latency-sensitive VM and aggressively throttles the colocated provider batch-job containers to minimize
the VM’s performance degradation. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 does not use
cache partitioning or memory bandwidth regulation; however, 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 does indirectly regulate the cache pressure
asserted by batch jobs via cpu-quota. To emulate 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 ,
we modify OpenWhisk to use cpu-quota.
Both baselines only leverage dedicated cores that are not
allocated to the customer VMs for hosting batch jobs.

0
240

Time (s)

Figure 10: Timeline of shared cores (left y-axis) advertised by ServerMore for serverless function execution
upon colocation with Moses under the load of Large
Variations trace (right y-axis).
load of 486 RPS. The serverful P99 latency degradation and
the serverless core usage of different resource managers are
shown in Figure 8(a) and Figure 9(a), respectively. For all
serverless function mixes, ServerMore maintains the P99 degradation well below the 10% threshold and is able to utilize, on
average, 6.41 cores for executing serverless functions.
In Figure 10, we show the timeline of the shared cores
(in blue) advertised by ServerMore for serverless function
execution under the Large Variations trace (in orange). In
the first half of the trace, we see that ServerMore does not
advertise any shared cores since the serverful load is high.
However, as the serverful load decreases in the second half,
ServerMore responds by offering shared cores for serverless
execution, thus aiming to improve resource utilization. The
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figure also highlights the responsiveness of ServerMore as
it adapts to a changes in serverful load in a timely manner,
thereby minimizing the impact on serverful latency.
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Figure 11: P99 latency degradation for different buffer
core sizes (𝐵) of 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 when colocated
with Moses and driven by Large Variations trace.
For 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 we experiment with the number of buffer cores (starting from 0) and determine the minimum number of buffer cores, for each function-mix, for
which the P99 degradation is below 10%. We show the P99
degradation for different buffer core values (𝐵) in Figure 11.
For 0 buffer cores (i.e., using 6 cores to run serverless functions), the serverful P99 under 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 and 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ function
mixes can be exceedingly high, with the P99 degradation being as high as 513% for 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 under 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ mix. By increasing the buffer cores to 1, the performance of both 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜
and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 improves, but for the 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ function mix the
P99 degradation (133% and 56%, respectively) is still much
higher than the 10% threshold. Only with 2 buffer cores do
𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 provide safe colocation for the 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ
mix. The P99 degradation under 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 for 0 buffer cores
highlights the role played by the serverless function mix. As
we move from 𝐿𝑜𝑤 to 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ, more ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑦𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 functions
are admitted, making colocation increasingly challenging.
For colocation with Moses, both 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶
utilize about 4.67 cores for serverless functions across function mixes. Under the 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ mix, they only utilize 4 cores for
serverless, compared to the 6.4 core usage for ServerMore.
Across all function mixes, ServerMore provides 37.3% more
cores to serverless compared to 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 .
𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 , with its aggressively resource throttling, imposes
only 2–4% P99 degradation for serverful, but only manages
to utilize 1.8–2 cores for serverless under different function
mixes. Across all mixes, ServerMore provides 230% more
cores for serverless compared to 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 .
In Figure 12(a) and 13(a), we respectively show the P99 of
the serverless functions and the percentage of the serverless
functions that were admitted, when colocated with Moses
(Large Variations trace). By carefully characterizing and selectively admitting functions, ServerMore is able to host many
serverless functions. Further, by managing the interference
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between functions, ServerMore imposes minimal P99 degradation on accepted functions. By comparison, the baselines do not focus on protecting the performance of the colocated functions, resulting in much fewer (often at least 50%
fewer than ServerMore) accepted functions and much higher
latency degradation for the accepted functions. In fact, under 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 , the serverless functions face significant P99
degradation (280%–435%).
Moses under Dual Phase: Figures 8(b) and 9(b) show
the serverful P99 degradation cores utilized for serverless
functions by different resource managers when colocating
with Moses driven by the Dual Phase (DP) trace (shown in
figure 7(b)). The DP trace ranges from 100 to 900 RPS with
an average of 440 RPS; in contrast to the LV trace, there is
a noticeable phase change in DP as it moved from low to
high RPS. We see that ServerMore has low P99 degradation,
ranging from 2% to 4.4% for different mixes, and on an average utilizes 6.58 cores for hosting serverless functions. 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜
and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 both require at least one buffer core to meet
the 10% P99 degradation threshold. Consequently, they have
lower core utilization (by 29.1% and 24%, respectively) compared to ServerMore. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 continues to have low impact on the serverful P99 degradation (0.5%–7.5%), but only
utilizes 1.95 cores, on average, across functions mixes; this
serverless core usage is 70% lower than that under ServerMore. As with the LV trace, the serverless P99 degradation
(Figure 12(b)) and percentage of functions admitted (Figure 13(b)) continue to be significantly better for ServerMore
than the baselines.
Sphinx: Figure 8(c) and 9(c) show the serverful P99 degradation and cores utilized for serverless functions, respectively, when colocating serverless with the memory-bandwidth-intensive serverful Sphinx application. ServerMore
continues to perform well with serverful P99 degradation in
the 6.5%–8.2% range and serverless core usage of about 6.6,
on average, across function mixes. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 continues to
have lower P99 degrdation (maximum of 8.8%) but with a
low serverless core utilization of only 2.36. Both 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and
𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 require a larger buffer of at least 3 cores (except
in one case) to meet the P99 degradation threshold of 10%.
In terms of serverless, ServerMore provides, on average across
functions mixes, 147%, 98%, and 179% more core utilization
than 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜, 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 , and 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 , respectively. The
serverless P99 degradation (Figure 12(c)) and percentage of
functions admitted (Figure 13(c)) continue to be significantly
better for ServerMore than the baselines.
A practical problem with the 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 approach of maintaining a buffer is that the number of buffer cores needed to
meet the P99 threshold varies with the application. In contrast, by assessing the performance degradation of serverful
(via 𝑠𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑐 ) and dynamically advertizing spare capacity for
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Figure 12: P99 latency degradation of serverless functions when colocated with Moses and Sphinx serverful applications.
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Figure 13: Percentage of serverless functions accepted upon colocation with Moses and Sphinx serverful applications.
multiple resources to serverless, ServerMore is able to automatically adapt to variations and phase changes in the
serverful workload.
Xapian and Memcached: In Figures 14 and 15, we respectively show the P99 degradation and serverless core
usage of different resource managers when colocating functions with serverful Xapian and Memcached applications.
Both Xapian and Memcached, in the load regime we consider,
are not memory-bandwidth-intensive. As before, all resource
managers continue to meet the P99 threshold. ServerMore
continues to provide significant core utilization improvement
over 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 ; the increase in core usage over 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟
afforded by ServerMore is 249%, 273%, and 293%, respectively, for Xapian with LV trace, Xapian with DP trace, and
Memcached.
The core usage improvement of ServerMore over 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜
and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 is less pronounced since the serverful applications do not require any buffer cores for memory bandwidth protection. Nonetheless, by allowing serverless functions to safely execute on the serverful cores, ServerMore
still provides a modest 9–15% core usage improvement over
𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 . The results of P99 degradation of
serverless and the percentage of functions admitted show
similar trends as Figure 15, and are thus omitted.

5.3

Colocation with multiple VMs

We now consider the scenario where two serverful applications are hosted on a server. Both serverful VMs are identical,

with 4 vCPUs, 16 GB of memory, and 4 cache-lines each. We
allocate 2 cores and 3 cache-lines exclusively to serverless.
Figures 16(a) and 16(b) respectively show the serverful
P99 degradation and serverless core utilization when colocating functions with the co-hosted Moses and Xapian VMs;
both serverful workloads are driven by the LV trace. Given
the increased serverful load, 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 , with its aggressive
throttling of serverless, results in negligible serverless utilization and minimal P99 serverful degradation. ServerMore,
𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜, and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 continue to comply with the P99
degradation target. While 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 and 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 do not
require any buffer cores, ServerMore still outperforms them
(by about 33.9%) in terms of serverless core usage by allowing functions to safely execute intermittently on the eight
serverful cores.
Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show our results when colocating functions with the co-hosted Moses and Sphinx VMs.
Compared to the results when colocating with Moses and
Xapian, 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 cannot safely colocate functions without
using buffer cores, resulting in serverless core utilization of
only 1 core. 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜 𝐿𝐿𝐶 does better than 𝑃𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝐼𝑠𝑜, providing
an average of 1.67 cores. By contrast, ServerMore manages to
not only use both exclusive serverless cores, but also utilizes
some of the spare capacity of serverful cores, resulting in
an average utilization of 2.57 cores. 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 continues to
perform poorly with minimal colocation.
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Figure 14: P99 latency degradation of Xapian and Memcached applications when colocated with different serverless mixes.
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Significance of ServerMore’s resource
regulation

We now perform an ablation study to understand the importance of the resource regulation decisions made in the design
of ServerMore. We colocate Moses (running the LV trace)
with serverless functions and selectively disable a specific
resource regulation. Figure 18(a) shows the P99 degradation

for Moses when we disable LLC regulation for ServerMore.
We see that the P99 degradation is consistently above the
threshold, highlighting the importance of both partitioning
the cache and checking for LLC-sensitive functions when
admitting serverless load. Figure 18(b) shows the P99 degradation when we disable memory bandwidth regulation for
ServerMore. This time, the threshold is violated for the more
memory-bandwidth-intensive 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 and 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ function
mixes, highlighting the necessity of memory bandwidth regulation.
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